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I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the development of Internet, the E-governance [8] has become a new pattern of activity for any Government. Almost all electronic transaction system used in E-governance needs a secure communication channel between the client and the server. During any type of these transaction, we should involve a suitable cryptographic algorithm like RSA, DES, Elgamal, ECC etc. using Digital Signature (DS) where integrity, privacy, and non-repudiation can be imposed. Digital Signature works on the principle of public key cryptography[9]. Public key cryptography is based on a concept of key pairs, private key and public key. Public and private keys are nothing but large prime numbers generated by mathematical algorithms. The key pairs are used for both signing and encrypting the message. Public key helps to prove unequivocally that you are who you claim to be. The reliability of Digital Signature is same as that of a paper document with hand written Signature.

II. FRAMEWORK OF SIGNED G2G MODEL

G2G model implies simulations of Government to Government [5] services electronically. It can also be referred to electronic transaction between two or more governments, central to its states/provinces or one country to other, etc. It can be used to vertical and horizontal Governmental integration.
So G2G is the online non-commercial interaction between two Government organizations, two departments of a Government organization.

Following block diagram shows the proposed scheme using Digital Signature to ensure Authenticity in any G2G model [1].

**Figure 2**: Block Diagram of Digital Signature application to ensure Authenticity in any G2G model.

### III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Here Digital Signature [10] should be imposed by the sender government and Digital Signature should be verified by Receiver government in reality. First the message is hashed into a message digest. Using this hashed value a Signer (government) digitally signs (encrypt) the message (transaction) using his private key. This DS is attached to the original message and send by the sender Government.

After receiving the message, the receiver has to use the sender’s public key to decrypt (we can say design) the message digest and to ensures integrity authenticity. Confidentiality is achieved by comparing designed message and message digest using same algorithm used. As in an electronic transaction system an intruder should not be able to find out what transaction a particular user is executing if confidentiality is properly maintained. If the hash values of sender and receiver are equal, it serves to prove that the message has not been tampered. With changing even one letter in the message, the hash value would be changed. Hence message integrity is assured.

Non-repudiation is the cryptographic term describing the situation when the originator of a message cannot deny having sent it. Non-repudiation prevents from denying previous commitments or transactions from an entity.
a) Use Of Cryptographic Hash Implemented Version Of Md-5.

Cryptographic hash function [6] will be used to verify the integrity of the data i.e. to ensure that the message has not been tampered with after it leaves the sender Government but before it reaches the receiver Government. So we perform the hash operations (some time called message digest algorithm) over a block of encrypted data to produce its hash, which is smaller in size than the original message[9,1].

Implemented Version of MD5 follows the all properties of standard hash function [2]. So when it operates on encrypted message M, it returns a fixed-length hash value H. So that H = MD5(M).

No two messages produce the same message digest, otherwise message integrity violates. We are using Implemented Version of MD5 which performs better with respect to the standard MD-5 algorithm. Though standard output is generated and displayed in the above diagram but This Implemented Version of MD5 can be customize according to the requirements of the user. Here is the performance chart of Implemented Version of MD5 over standard MD5 for a certain hardware system.

Figure 3: Sample Output By Implemented Version Of Md-5 Hash.

i. All methods and classes are made final.
ii. Used System.arraycopy for copying data into array.
iii. Pre-computed the String lengths and stored.
iv. Manually Implemented of the getHexString() Method.
v. Restructuring all the loops [4].

b) Digital Signature

Digital Signature [10] is one of the major development in network security. The need for Digital Signature has arisen with the rapid growth of digital communications. A Digital Signature algorithm authenticates the integrity of the signed data and identity of the signatory. Authentication in a Digital Signature is a process whereby the receiver of a digital message can be confident of the identity of the sender and/or the integrity of the message. RSA encryption is quite slow because of large key size and modular exponentiation operations that have to be used to ensure security. For the same reason, RSA's Digital Signature is slow as well [7]. The length of transmitted Signature equals the length of transmitted message. In other words longer the message, the longer the Digital Signature. So, the proposed scheme uses Secure Hash Algorithm[11] (MD5) to obtain condensed version of message, which will go as input for RSA Digital Signatures algorithm as shown in Figure-2. Properties like pre image resistant & collision resistant and the signing algorithm should sign on the message digest, rather than the original message are also maintained in this implemented version of MD5.

c) Hashed Rsa Digital Signature Generation Algorithm

Digital signing with RSA is roughly equivalent to encrypting with a private key. Basically, the Sender Government employee computes a message digest, then encrypts the value with his private key. The Receiver Government employee also computes the digest and decrypts the signed value, comparing the two. Of course, the verifier has to have the valid public key for the entity whose Signature is to be verified, which means that the public key needs to be validated by...
some trusted third party or transmitted over a secure medium such as an authenticated courier.

Digital signing works because only the person with the correct private key will produce a "Signature" that decrypts to the correct result. An attacker cannot use the public key to come up with a correct encrypted value that would authenticate properly.

The RSA public-key cryptosystem can be used to authenticate another person. In general, the RSA algorithm is usually smaller than the private exponent. This means that verification of a Signature is faster than signing. This is desirable because a message will be signed by an individual only once, but the Signature may be verified many times. To make it faster modified Hashed-RSA Algorithm is presented as following. This algorithm takes Implemented Version of MD5 hashed data instead of plaintext.

The RSA scheme was the first implementation of public key cryptography. Let \((a, n), (\beta, n)\) be the public and private key of a RSA cryptosystem. The Signature on the message is computed as follows:

Step 1. Sender Government uses Implemented Version of MD5 message digest algorithm to calculate \(H\) over message \(M\), i.e \(H = \text{MD5}(M)\).

Step 2. Now Sender Government once again encrypt the message digest \(H\) by the Private-key \((\alpha)\) of the sender Government to produce Digital Signature \(DS\), i.e. \(DS = (H)^\alpha \mod n\).

Step 3. Now Sender Government send the original message \(M\) along with the Digital Signature \(DS\) to the receiver government.

d) Hashed Rsa Digital Signature Verification Algorithm

The verification process is just reverse of Signature generation process. At the receiver end we have signed message which contains RSA encrypted key and Digital Signatures.

Step 1. Receiver Government uses same message digest algorithm Implemented Version of MD5 to calculate another message digest \(H2\) over received message \(M1\), i.e \(H2 = \text{MD5}(M1)\).

Step 2. Now receiver Government uses sender government’s the public key \((\beta)\) to decrypt Digital Signature \(DS\), i.e. \(H1 = (DS)^\beta \mod n\).

Step 3. Now receiver Government compare \(H1\) and \(H2\). This failure of matching implies that document is not authentic or a possible computation error has occurred otherwise receiver government received correct and unaltered message from sender government.

IV. Analyzing the Proposed Technique

As there is general lack of awareness regarding the benefits of E-Governance as well as the process involved in implementing successful G2G (or G2G2G) projects, the administrative structure is not geared for maintaining, storing and retrieving governance information electronically and transactions are be made in non secured way. So day by day corruption is increasing from different ends. The privacy of each user and system data is of crucial importance for E-Governance system that meets user expectations and acceptance. Now a days each Government sector move away from paper documents with ink Signatures or authenticity stamps, Digital Signatures can provide added assurances of the evidence to provenance, identity, and status of an electronic document as well as acknowledging informed consent and approval by a signatory.

Some e-Governance projects can be implemented by this concept are:

i. **E-district**: Objective is to divide all states by e-district so that one actual district can have minimum one maximum any number of e-district with e-DM to run the every policy related to e-governance like e-Seva, which is already implemented in states like Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan in India.

ii. **E-Tourism Card**: Any state/country can provide this card with duration so that any tourist can buy/issue this card for visit every tourist spot of that state/country.

iii. **E-Pay**: Every government should pay the monthly weight age (salary) by net banking though this have been implemented by many employer privately.

iv. **E-Coordination**: An application package is required to maintain all documents of very close interaction between the government department and the agency developing the solutions.

v. **E-Suggestion**: A team must require to understand and accept all suggestions from every end and forward those to proper places.

vi. **E-Health Card**: Government can provide this card to poor people for their health checkup in all district government hospitals.

vii. **E-Voting Card**: Any kind of decision where voting is required for different places of state or country can use this card.

Also the United States Government Printing Office publishes electronic versions of the budget, public and private laws, and congressional bills with Digital Signatures. Universities including Penn State, University of Chicago, and Stanford are publishing electronic student transcripts with Digital Signatures.

V. Conclusion

The importance of high confidence is require for any kind of transmission of data in various department of any government sector and it is obvious in case of administrative decision and financial context. Also in
many scenarios the sender Government and receiver Government may have a need to show their higher authority that the message has not been altered during transmission. In this paper, we have proposed asymmetric encryption with Digital Signature to maintain data integrity customize hash function. The result will be more efficient when someone apply dual Digital Signature. VERY SMART concept is more applicable by ECDSA instead of RSA Digital Signature.
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